Updates

This is a complete list of updates made to the Calendar since it was published in March, 2013.

Last updated December 17, 2013.

Aboriginal Studies

ABS205H1 -- prerequisite added; recommended preparation removed.

Actuarial Science

ACT473H1 -- change to prerequisite; addition of "pass/fail" note.

Anthropology

ANT486H1 -- new course.

Art

FAH252H1 - new course.

Asia-Pacific Studies

CAS200Y1 -- prerequisite added.

Astronomy & Astrophysics

AST201H1 -- exclusion revised.

Cell & Systems Biology

Change to lab fee amounts for BIO130H1, BIO270H1, BIO271H1, CSB330H1, CSB350H1, CSB431H1, CSB474H1, CSB497H1.

CSB201H1 -- course description revised.

Chemistry

Entry requirements for Environmental Chemistry Minor revised.

Diaspora & Transnational Studies

DTS404H1 - change to prerequisite.

Drama

DRM388H1 -- course description revised.

JIA400H1 -- course reinstated.

Changes to Group C course listing.

Earth Sciences

ENV315H1 deleted -- replaced by ESS425H1.

Environmental Geosciences Specialist, Second to Fourth Years, revised.

East Asian Studies
EAS344H1 - course description revised.

Economics
ECO436H1 -- new course.
ECO438H1 -- change to prerequisite.

English
English Specialist and Major, #6 revised.

French
JFL478H1 - course description and prerequisite revised.
Program requirements updated for all French programs.

Geography
GGR273H1 -- course description updated.
GGR400H1 -- course subtitle removed.

Environment & Energy Minor, #E revised.

Physical & Environmental Geography Major, program entry requirements revised.

Environmental Geography Minor, #C revised.

Physical & Environmental Geography Minor, #D revised.

History
HIS356Y1 -- exclusion revised.
HIS389H1 -- prerequisite revised.
HIS496H1 -- prerequisite revised.

History & Philosophy of Science & Technology
HPS280H1 - new course.

Human Biology
HMB265H1 -- prerequisite revised.

Environment & Health Specialist, Elective 1, revised.

Environment Health Major, #5, revised.

Innis College
INH300H1 -- exclusion revised.

Urban Studies Specialist and Major, Higher Years, revised.

Italian
ITA381H1 - added "Course is given in English"; prerequisite removed.

Laboratory Medicine & Pathobiology
LMP363H1 - prerequisite revised.
LMP406H1 - prerequisite revised.
LMP410H1 - prerequisite revised.
LMP412H1 - prerequisite revised.

Latin American Studies
LAS300H1 - prerequisite revised.
Linguistics
  JLS472H1 - prerequisite revised.

Mathematics
  Applied Mathematics Specialist -- number of courses need to complete program revised.
  Mathematical Applications in Economics and Finance Specialist, Third Year, #1, revised.
  Mathematics and Philosophy Specialist, Higher Years, #6, revised.

Near and Middle Eastern Civilizations
  NMC259H1 - new course.
  NMC349Y1 - new course.
  NMC477H1 - new course.
  NML471H1 - new course.
  NMC251H1 -- exclusion revised.
  NMC253H1 -- exclusion revised.

New College
  NEW334H1 -- new course.

Pharmacology & Toxicology
  Environment & Toxicology Specialist, Third and Fourth Years, revised.

Physics
  Physics Major. First Year and Second Year, revised.
  PHY485H1 - course description revised.

Political Science
  POL373Y1 should be POL373H1.
  Prerequisite for PQL413H1 revised.
  Prerequisite for PQL419H1 revised.
  Prerequisite and exclusion for POL424H1 revised.
  Course title and description for POL480H1 revised.
  Exclusion for POL494H1 added.

Psychology
  Psychology Group 2 (Courses relevant to Psychology offered outside the Psychology Department) revised.

Rotman Commerce
  RSM323H1 -- prerequisite revised.
  RSM328H1 -- prerequisite revised.
  RSM429H1 -- prerequisite revised.
  Title change for RSM450H1.

School of the Environment
  ENV234H1 - prerequisite revised.
  ENV315H1 deleted -- replaced by ESS425H1.
  ENV316H1 - prerequisite and exclusion revised.
ENV450H1 - prerequisite revised.

ENV452H1 - prerequisite revised.

Environment & Energy Minor, #E revised.

Environmental Studies Major, Higher Years, #1, revised.

Environment & Science Minor, Higher Years #2 and Environment & Science Minor Course Groups revised.

Entry requirements for Environmental Chemistry Minor revised.

Environmental Science Major, Fourth Year, revised.

Environment & Health Specialist, Elective 1, revised.

Environment Health Major, #5, revised.

Environmental Geography Minor, #C revised.

Physical & Environmental Geography Minor, #D revised.

Environment & Toxicology Specialist, Third and Fourth Years, revised.

Slavic Languages and Literatures.

SLA210H1 -- course description revised.

SLA213H1 -- course description revised.

SLA430Y1 -- course description revised.

Sociology

SOC300H1 exclusion revised.

SOC376H1 title change.

SOC412H1 prerequisite revised.

Statistical Sciences

Statistics Minor, First Year, revised.

University College

Health Studies Specialist, Fourth Year, revised.

Health Studies Major, Fourth Year, revised.

UNI376H1 - new course.

Victoria College

VIC493H1 - new course.

Women & Gender Studies

WGS275H1 -- new course.

Woodsworth College

WDW339H1 -- prerequisite revised.

WDW446H1 -- note added to course description.